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Abst ract - -One  of the major computational bottlenecks of using the conventional cutting plane 
approach to solve convex programming problems with infinitely many linear constraints lies in finding 
a global optimizer of a nonlinear and nonconvex program. This paper presents a relaxed scheme to 
generate a new cut. In each iteration, the proposed scheme chooses a point at which the constraints 
are violated to a degree rather than at which the violation is maximized. A convergence proof is 
provided. The proposed scheme also exhibits the capability of generating an approximate solution 
to any level of accuracy in a finite number of iterations. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the following convex program subject to infinitely many linear constraints (CSIP): 
inf f(u), 
sub jec t  to  f i  Cj(t)uj > g(t), Vt E T, (1) 
j= l  
u~_0 ,  
where u = (U l ,U2 , . . . ,  u,~) -7 E R '~, f ( . )  is a convex, twice continuously differentiable function 
defined on R n, T is a compact metric space, Cj, j -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n, and g are real valued continuous 
functions on T. 
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This is a subclass of "Convex Semi-Infinite Programming" problems. In a general setting, the 
constraints are not necessarily linear. The dual of CSIP can be formulated in the following form 
(DCSIP): 
f (u)  - [Vf(u)]-ru + ./~. g(t) dr(t), sup  
subject to [V f (u )b  - fT Cj (t) dr(t) _> 0, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, (2) 
v E M+(T), u E R n, 
where [Vf(u)]j means the jth component of Vf (u)  and M+(T) is the set of all nonnegative 
bounded regular Borel measures on T. 
Good survey work on the theory, numerical methods, and applicatiOns of semi-infinite pro- 
gramming can be found in [1-3]. Under some regularity conditions, it can be shown that there 
is no duality gap between CSIP and DCSIP. We now focus on the constraint qualifications for 
CSIP. Define an (n + 1)-vector G(u) = (suPteT{g(t) -- ~-'].jn=l Cj(t)uj},--u-r) -r, then the feasible 
domain of CSIP is defined by W = {u • R n [ G(u) < 0}. The Lagrange theory (e.g., see [4]) 
implies that if there is a u0 • R n such that G(u0) < 0, then we are guaranteed for a nonnegative 
z* = (v*, (u*)-r) -r • M+(T) x R~_ such that 
in fuewf(u)  = infueR~{f(u) + (G(u), z*)}, 
where (., .) represents the inner product operation. 
In fact, the following strong duality theorem is a direct consequence of the well-known 
Largrange Theory [4]. 
THEOREM 1. When the feasible domain W of CSIP is nonempty and bounded, ff there exists 
n u > 0 such that ~"~j=l Cj(t)uj - g(t) > O, Vt • T, then there exist u* • R~_ and v* • M+(T) 
satisfying the following eonditions: 
n 
Cj (t)u; - g(t) > O, V t • T, (3.1) 
j= l  
- . /¢ j ( t )dv* ( t )  > 0, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (3.2) [VI(u)*]j 
j= l  
Note that the first two of the above four conditions are for primal and dual feasibility, while 
the last two are complementary slackness conditions. 
Many papers dealt with solution methods for solving CSIP. The so-called "cutting plane 
method," or "implicit exchange method," is one of the key solution techniques [1,2,5-9]. It finds 
a sequence of optimal solutions of some corresponding regular convex programs in a systematic 
way and shows that the sequence converges to an optimal solution of CSIP. 
To be more precise, in the k th iteration, let Tk = {tl, t2, . . . ,  tk} C T and consider the following 
convex program (CPk): 
minimize f(u),  
n 
subject o ~ Cj (ti)uj > g(ti), i = 1, . . . ,  k, (4) 
3=1 
u_>O. 
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We solve (CPk) for an optimal solution u k k k k -r = (u 1 ,u2 , . . . ,un)  and define 
Zk(t) = ~ Cj(t)u k -- g(t). 
j= l  
Then, we find an optimizer 
(5) 
tk+l C argminZk(t).  (6) 
tC ' l '  
n If Zk(tk+l) = ~j=l  ¢J(tk+l) uk -- 9(tk+l) >_ O, then u k must be an optimal solution to CSIP 
because (CPk)s feasible domain contains CSIP's. Otherwise, we let Tk+l = Tk tO {tk+X} to 
construct (CPk+I) and continue the iterative process. The convergence proof of a subsequence 
of {u 1, u2 , . . . ,  uk , . . .  } to an optimal solution of CSIP can be found in [7]. 
In the traditional cutting plane approach, one constraint is added at a time and the major 
computational work in each iteration involves 
(i) solving a convex program (CPk), and 
(ii) finding a global minimizer tk+l of Zk(t). 
However, when the dimensionality of the compact metric space T becomes high, finding a min- 
imizer of a continuous function Zk(t) over T could be extremely time-consuming, in particular, 
when ¢j (t) and 9(t) are highly nonlinear and nonconvex. In this ease, the computational bottle- 
neck may fail in finding a global minimizer tk+l of Zk(t). 
Efforts have been put in to reduce this computational bottleneck for linear semi-infinite pro- 
gramming problems [10-12]. -In [11], the task of finding a minimizer of Zk(t) has been replaced 
by evaluating an integration for an unconstrained convex programming approach. In this paper, 
we extend a previous result in linear semi-infinite programming [12] to develop a relaxed cutting 
plane scheme for the convex case. In the proposed relaxed cutting plane approach, the sub- 
problem (CP~+I) is constructed by choosing a point t~+ 1 at which the constraints are violated, 
i.e., Zk(t'k+l) < 0, rather than the point tk+l at which the violation is maximized, i.e., Zk(t) 
is minimized. This idea can be easily incorporated into the existing cutting plane method and 
potentially reduces the computational burden. Our major interest is to show that such relaxed 
scheme still finds an optimal solution of CSIP. 
2. RELAXED SCHEME 
In this section, we propose a relaxed cutting plane scheme as follows. 
STEP 0. Let 6 > 0 be a prespecified sufficiently small number. 
STEP 1. Set k ~ 1, choose any tl E T, and set 771 = {tl}. 
STEP 2. Solve (CPk) with an optimal solution u k (uk,. . .  k 7- = , u,~) . Define Zk(t) according to (5). 
STEP 3. Find any tk+l C T such that Zk(tk+l) < --¢~. 
If such tk+l does not exist, stop and output u k as the solution. 
Otherwise, set Tk+l = Tk tO {tk+l}. 
STEP 4. Update k ~ k + 1 and go to Step 2. 
Note that tk+l q~ Tk and if the algorithm terminates in Step 3, then the output solution u k 
indeed solves CSIP with 6 being small enough (up to machine accuracy). Also notice that the 
dual of (CPk) can be formulated as the following problem (DCPk): 
k 
maximize f (u)  - [Vf(u)]Tu + ~ g(ti)y,, 
i=1 
k 
subject to E Cj(ti)y~ - [Vf(u)]j _< 0, j = 1,2, . . .  ,n, 
i=1 
yi>_O, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , k .  
(7) 
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For the purpose of easy description, we assume that (CPk) is solvable with an optimal solu- 
tion u k and (DCPk) is also solvable with an optimal solution (u k, yk) with yk = (yk, . . . ,  yk)T, 
u k and (u k, yk) satisfy the following conditions: 
n 
E Cj(t~)u~- g(ti) >_ O, i=  1, 2 , . . . ,k ,  (8.1) 
j=l 
k 
[Vf  (uk)]j -- ~ Cj(ti)y~ k _> 0, j = 1,2, . . . ,  n, (8.2) 
4=1 
i= l  j= l  
j=l i=1 
In the rest of the paper, for a given program P, we denote its optimal value by V(P), when it 
exists. 
We define a discrete measure vk on T such that 
{y i  k, i f t=t iETk ,  
vk(t) = 0, if t • T\Tk. (9) 
In this way, Vk(t) >_ O, Vt E T. Furthermore, let 
T~ {t e Tk I -k(t) > 0} 
and B~ = ( i~, . . . ,  ikm~ } be an index set such that 
In other words, 
Vk(ti) > 0, if and only if i E B~. 
(10) 
(11) 
yk > 0, if and only if i E B~. 
Let Bk ---- { jk , . . . ,  jk k } be an index set such that 
u~ > 0, if and only if j E Bk. (12) 
We also define an n x mk matrix Hk with its jth row being 
Since vk(ti) >. 0,Vi e B~, from the "complementary slackness condition" (8.3), we have 
gTu k = gk, (14) 
where 
- -  T . 
We also define Mk to be a Pk × mk matrix with its j th row vector being 
(15) 
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From (1), we may assume that 
n 
( )-,+, (~) ,>0, ~:l,...m,. ::~) ¢i ti~ '~,: -g  = s~, where sj _ 
i----1 
Recalling the definition of Zk(t), on the dual side, we define that 
zk ------ E Cj(ti)~k(ti) -- [Vf (uk)]/ ,  j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  (17) 
Note that Z ] < 0, V j, k. When f E C 2, for each k, we have 
1 (uk+ 1 u k ) :F ( f i k )  (uk+i Uk), (18) f (U k+l) = f (u k) + (u k+l - u k) :  V f  (u k) ÷ ~ - 
where ~k is a point on the line segment between u~ and u k+l and F(.) is the Hessian matrix of 
function f.  
Now we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. If f E C z, 
~-" ~ ( ] Zkuk+:4 - l (u  k+l -uk)  :F ( f i k ) (uk+' -u  k) (19) V (CPkq-1)-V(CPk) : z..ws.l]k \~i~ ]--h...a j j --: • 
j=: j=l 
PROOF. By the definition of Z k, we have 
z~.?  1 = ~ (t~)~,~ (t,)-  [v s (u k) ]~ ~k+' 
9=1 j=l 
.j - [v l  (uk)]j~j 
j=l i j=l 
mk 
_- ~ (~ ÷ ~ (t,~))~, (~)- (u,+l/• w (u'/. 
j=l 
Let A k ---- u k+l - u k, then 
(ukT1)T V f  (U k) = (U k + mk)T V f  (U k) 
= (u ~1: vs  (u~) + (~k): vs  (u k ) 
= (u,): vs  (u,) + s (u,+,) - s (u,) - : 
It fo l lows  that  
mk mk 
k k+l_  k f ~:u~ -z~,~, 0~)+~ 0~)~, O~)-(u'): w (u,) 
j=: j=l j--1 
1 --f (uk+l)÷ f (uk)÷5 (Ak) T f (flk) A k 
,~k ) 1 
= ~ s~ (re. + v (cPk) - v (cPk+,) + ~ (a k) 
/=I 
: F (c, k) A< 
V(CPk+:)--V(CPk) = ~j=:'~k s~uk(ti~) - ~3=1n k. k+: + z; ~j (1/2)(~k)TF(~k)~ k 
(2o) 
Thus | 
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3. CONVERGENCE PROOF- -STR ICTLY  CONVEX CASE 
In this section, we study the convergence proof of the proposed scheme under the assumption 
that f E C 2 is strictly convex. Let f~ be an open, convex set such that there exists a positive 
integer k such that the feasible domain of problem (CP~), denoted by F(CPi),  is contained in f~ 
and F(.), the Hessian of f ,  is positive definite at every point of ~. Then we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3. I f  f is strictly convex on fl, then V(CPI+I) > V(CPt), Vl  > k. 
PROOF. We denoted the feasible domains of (DCPl) and (DCPI+I) by F(DCPI) and F(DCPz+I), 
respectively. It is easy to see that F(DCPI) c F(DCPt+I). Therefore, V(DCPt+I) _> V(DCPI). 
Suppose that V(DCPI+I) = V(DCPI), we consider (CPI+I): 
minimize f(u),  
n 
subject o ~ ¢j(ti)uj > g(ti), i = 1 , . . . ,  1 + 1, 
j= l  
and uj _> 0, j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Since f is strictly convex, we let u ~ be the unique optimal solution of (CPl). Since V(CPI+I) = 
V(DCPI+I) -- V(DCP~) = V(CPI) and u 1+1 is feasible for (CPt), u ~+1 must be optimal for 
~'~n ,6 (t~U l+l n (CPi). However, we have Zl+l(t) = z_,j=l WJ, J j - g(t) and Zt(t) = ~ j= l  Cj(t)u~. - g(t) with 
Zl+l(t l+l) >_ 0 and Zl(tz+l) < 0. Hence, u z ~ u l+l which contradicts the fact that (CPk) has a 
unique optimal solution. Therefore, V(DCPI+I) > V(DCP~) and the theorem follows. | 
Following the above theorem, we claim that tl+l E T' Vl > k. Since if tl+l ~ T[+I then 1+1'  - -  
vl+l(tl+l) ---- 0. In this case, the measure vl+l achieves nonzero value only at those points in ~.  
Consequently, we have V(DCPI+I) = V(DCPI) which contradicts Theorem 3. Therefore, without 
loss of generality, we can rearrange tl+l to be the last element in T[+ 1. 
With Theorem 3, we show that for any given 6 > 0, the proposed scheme actually terminates 
in a a finite number of iterations. 
THEOREM 4. Given any 6 > O, if the optimal solutions of (CPk ), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  are contained in a 
compact convex set K C ~, then the proposed scheme terminates in a finite number of iterations. 
PROOF. Suppose that the scheme does not stop in a finite number of iterations. Since f is strictly 
convex, Theorem 3 implies that 
V(CP1) <_ V(CP2) <_-.- _< V(CP~) < V (CP~+I) < ... < VCSIP. 
Thus limr--.oo V(CP r) = a < VCSIP. We claim that this is impossible. Remember that 
A k = u k+l - u k. With the stated assumption, the infinite sequence {uk}, {Ak}, and {ilk}, are 
confined in a compact subset of R n. Hence there exists a subsequence {u k~ ) converging to u*, 
subsequence (A k~ } converging to A*, subsequence {fik~} converging to fi*, and subsequence 
{tk~+l} converging to some point t., as r ~ oo. If we let 
z,(t)  = £ - g(t), 
j= l  
then Zk~(tk~+l) converges to Z. ( t . ) .  Since Zk~(tk~+l) < --6, for each r, we have 0 ~ Z. ( t . )  < -6 .  
Now let ¢ e (0, 6) be arbitrary, we can find a large integer N E {kr}~=l such that 
Iv(cPN)- l < IIAN-A*II < 
and [Zg(tg+l)  -- Z.(t.)[ < ¢2. (21) 
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By Theorem 2 we have 
mN ~ 1 AN IV(CPN+I)_V(CPN),: ESNUN(t i f ) ___Z~uN+I+~(AN)TF( f iN  ) <¢2. (22) 
j= l  j= l  
Since s N > O, L'g(tff) > O, for j = 1,2, . . . , roW, Z N <_ O, for j ---- 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  and f is strictly 
convex, we have 
1 T AN £2" O< (a F( N) < (23) 
Consequently, 
(a  N)T F a - .  o, as o. (24) 
Now, (AN)TF( l lN)AN --~ (A*)TF(f i*)A *, as A N --~ A*,  and  t l  N --o ~*, as N --* oc. S ince 
fi* e gt, F(fi*) is a positive definite matrix. Thus, if A* # 0, then (A*)TF(f i*)A * # 0. This 
contradicts (24). Therefore, A* = 0 and A k~ converges to 0 as r --* oc. 
It follows from (21) that 
Ila ll = Ilu +l- u ll < (25) 
Since for N >_ k, VN+I(tN+I) > 0, it follows that ZN+I(tN+I) = O. From (25), we have 
ZN(tN+I) --~ 0, as ~ --* 0. (26) 
But ZN(tN+I) ~ Z. ( t , )  ~ 0, as N --+ co. Hence (26) becomes a contradiction. Therefore, our 
claim should be valid and the proof is complete. | 
4. CONVERGENCE PROOF- -CONVEX CASE 
In this section, we extend the results obtained in Section 3 by considering that f E C 2 being 
convex over an open, convex set ~ which contains the feasible domain of problem (CP1). In 
this case, we know that, for each positive integer k, (Ak)TF(f ik)A k >_ 0. Since pk(ti~ ) > 0, 
for j = 1 , . . . , ink ,  and -k+l uj > 0 if and only if j E Bk+l, from Theorem 2, we know that 
k V(CPk+I)  > V(CPk) if and only if there exists j E {1,2, . . .  ,ink} such that sj # O, or there 
exists j c Bk+l such that Z]  ~ 0. Thus we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5. For f e C 2, V(CPk+I) > V(CPk) if and only if there exists j C {I, 2,..., ink} such 
k that sj # O, or there exists j E Bk+l such that Z] # O. 
Since u k and u k+l are in general different, the required conditions in Theorem 5 is not a 
! problem. In this case, we claim that tk+l E T£+ 1 Since if tk+l @ ' • T£+I, then Vk+l ( tk+l )  = O. 
Hence the measure Pk+l achieves nonzero value at most at those points in Tk. Consequently, we 
have V(DCPk+I)  = V(DCPk) which causes a contradiction. 
We now show that the proposed scheme terminates in a finite number of iterations under 
appropriate conditions• 
THEOREM 6. Let f C C 2 be convex and 6 > 0 be given. The proposed scheme terminates in a 
finite number of iterations, if in each iteration, 
(i) V(CPk+I) > V(CPk), 
(ii) Ilukll < M, for some M > O, 
(iii) ~,k(ti~ ) > 6, for j = 1, . . . ,mk, 
(iv) Z] < -6, for j ~ Bk, 
(v) M T has a square submatrix Dk with rankpk = IBkl and I det(Dk)l > 6. 
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PROOF. Suppose that the scheme does not stop in a finite number of iterations. Conditions 
(i), (ii), and (iii) imply that 
v (ce l )  < V(CP2) < .. .  _< VCSIP. 
Thus limr-.oo V(CPr) : a _< VCSIP. We claim that this is impossible. By our assumption, the 
infinite sequence {u k} is confined in a compact subset of R n. Hence, there exists a subsequence 
{u ;~r } which converges to u* and the subsequence {tkr+l} which converges to some point t,,  as 
r --* oo. If we let 
n 
Z.(t) = E ¢/(t)u~ - g(t), (27) 
j----1 
then Zk~(tk~+l) converges to Z.(t.). Since Zk~(tk~+l) < --6, for each r, we have 0 # Z.(t.) 
<-6.  
Now let e • (0, 6) be arbitrary, we can find a large integer N • {kr}~=l such that 
[V (CPN) -a  I<e  2 and [Zg( tN+J - -Z . ( t . ) [<e  2. (28) 
By Theorem 2, we have 
IV (CPN+I )_V(CPN) I  : (ti~) _ zNuN+Inu(AN)T F(fIN)AN ~_~2. 
j= l  j----1 
(29) 
Recalling that Z N < 0, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and f is convex, we know that each term in the first 
summation sign of (29) is nonnegative and each term in the second summation sign of (29) is 
nonpositive. It follows that, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  mN, 
(30) o < 
By Conditions (i)-(iii) again, we have ~,N(ti~ ) >_ 5, for j • B~v. Hence, for j : 1, 2 , . . . ,  mN, 
4 y _< ~. (31) 
By Condition (iv), we know 
Z] v _< -6,  
It follows from (29) and (32) that 
U N+I  < e, 
Combining (16), (31), and (33), we have 
E ¢.[t~U N+l s, J j : g(ti) + Oi(e), for i • B~v , (34) 
jEBN 
for j q~ BN. (32) 
for j q~ BN. (33) 
where Oi (e) --* 0 as e --* 0. 
By (14) we have 
E CJ (ti)uN = g(ti), for i • B~v. 
jEBN 
By the definition of MN, we know that the matrix MN has row vectors 
(35) 
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Let u = (uN)jeBN and u'  luN+I~ _ __ = ~ j )j~B~, then (34) and (35) can be expressed as 
31 
M~ut : (g(ti~) +OI(C),.'',g(tiNN) +OmN (£)) T 
and 
It follows from Condition (v) that 
IuN+X - uN[ < e;(e), fo r jCBN,  (36) 
where e~(e)  ~ 0,  as  e ~ 0.  
Since VN+I(tN+I ) > 0, it follows that ZN+I(tN+I) = 0. From (33) and (36), we have 
ZN(tN+I)  --~ O, as e --+ 0. (37) 
But ZN(tN+I)  --+ Z.(t . )  # O, as N --* oc. Hence we have a contradiction and the claim is 
valid. I 
5. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
Sections 3 and 4 assures that, under proper conditions, the proposed scheme terminates in a 
finite number of iterations, say it stops with a subprogram (CPN*) which has an optimal solution 
N* N* N* U N* = (U 1 ,U2 ,...,uNn *)T such that uj > 0, for j C BN*. In this case, u N" may be viewed 
as an approximate solution of CSIP. This section is to study how good such an approximation 
can be. The next theorem partially answers this question. 
THEOREM 7. Let 6 > 0 be given, if there exists fi = ( i l l , . . . ,  fin) T with fij > -u  N•/6, V j 6 BN* , 
and ~j >_ O, Y j ¢ BN* , such that 
~jC j ( t )  > 1, v te  T, (as) 
j=l 
then there exists fiN* on the line segment between tlN* and U N* -[- 6U such that 
IV(CPN.)- V(CSlP)I <_ 6 fTv f  (fiN') . (39) 
PROOF. By the definition of U N*, we have 
72 
)-~ uJY'¢~(t) - ~(t) > -6, v te  T (40) 
j= l  
From (38), we have 
n 
)-~ 6~j¢~(t) > 6, v te  T. (41) 
j=l 
It follows from (40) and (41) that 
(C"  + , j(t)  - g(t) _> o, 
3=1 
VtET.  
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N* By our assumption, we know that uj + 6~ij > 0, for j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Hence u N* + 6fi is a 
feasible solution of CSIP. Therefore, 
Since f E C 2, there exists fiN* lying on the line segment between u N* and u N* ÷ 5fi such 
that 
Therefore, we have 
IV(CPN. ) - V(CSIP)] < 6 f iTv f  " \[fiN*) . (44) | 
Observe that when 6 > 0 is chosen to be sufficiently small, since {¢/(t) I J E BN.}  are in 
general inearly independent, he existence of the required fi in Theorem 7 is not a problem. 
Under the assumption of Theorem 6, there exists an M > 0 such that [lu g* II < M. Hence 
Theorem 7 guarantees that the proposed scheme generates an approximate solution to CSIP 
within any level of accuracy in a finite number of iterations. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have presented a relaxed cutting plane scheme to solve convex programming 
problems ubject to infinitely many linear constraints. The proposed scheme, in each iteration, 
chooses a point at which the constraints are violated to a degree rather than a point at which the 
violation is maximized to generate a new cut (constraint) for the next iteration. Under proper 
conditions, it has been proven that the relaxed scheme can generate an approximate solution of 
any level of accuracy in a finite number of iterations. 
Since the requirement of finding an optimizer of a nonlinear and nonconvex program is relaxed, 
we see the potential advantage ofthe proposed scheme, in particular, in higher dimensional spaces. 
This paper addresses the theoretical aspects of the relaxed scheme. To realize its full potential, a
complete study on combining the existing concepts of "inexact approach" [5,13,14] and "dropping 
constraints" [15,16] with computational experiments i under investigation. Special cases of the 
proposed algorithm for solving linear and convex quadratic semi-infinite programming problems 
with some computational results have been reported in separate papers [10,13]. 
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